"ETD2" Preview

- Shorter than original ETD by 3 cm
- Secure gripping of flat and cylindrical objects
- FLAG option and Bluetooth®
- Auto-Cal - triggered by iPhone®
- Outside hook friction pads
- Replaceable finger lining
- Multi-Flex or Flexion Wrist options
- Safety release

Available Summer, 2016
(limited release)

MC ProPlus Hand

- FLAG option and Bluetooth®
- Heavy-duty, brushless, DC motor
- Regal silicone glove option
- Multi-Flex or Flexion Wrist option
- Safety release
- Auto-Cal - triggered by iPhone®
- Short hand option

FORCE LIMITING AUTO GRASP

FLAG is a simple, but very useful feature, now available in ProPlus versions of MC Electric Terminal Device (ETD) and MC Hand.

- Force Limiting - Grasp a delicate object and the terminal device will stop gripping at ~ 2 lb of gripping force; each ‘pulse’ raises gripping force by ~ 2 lb
- Auto Grasp - Auto Grasp detects socket or electrode ‘slip’, and automatically increases grip force

Suggested L-Codes: L6881 (Auto Grasp); L6882 (Microprocessor Control)

Wireless Bluetooth®

For iPhone® 4S and above, iPad® 3rd gen. and above, iPod touch® 5th gen. and above

- Connect to Apple® hand held devices
- The iOS App (MCUI) is FREE for your Apple® device at the App Store
- Auto-Cal (wearers-triggered auto adjustment)
Our Online Catalog is LIVE!

We’ve organized all our products in a convenient, online catalog.

Our Products are now accessible from your:

- Desktop or laptop computer
- Hand-held tablet
- Smart phone

In fact, anywhere the internet is available you can see, and show your patients, a photograph and description of our products.

Features:

- Description of each part
- Photograph of each part
- Mouse-over zoom for a closeup view of connectors and adapters (see inset)
- Place your order online (not available in all countries); or simply submit the order to us for advice
- U.S. List Price with Log In (for Authorized Registered Users)

www.UtahArm.com/Catalog
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